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• Summary and main conclusions 

This studyi throws light on the scale of transport of plutonium in France's nuclear industry, an activity 
involving quantities of high risk materials often unknown to the public. The study is a significantly 
extended update of the one carried out by WISE-Paris in 1995 for the Plutonium Forum, entitled Les 
transports de l�industrie du plutonium. It was motivated by important developments in the French 
plutonium industry and the publication of numerous data concerning transport activities since 1995. The 
2003 study presents, in particular, all of the flows of plutonium criss-crossing France every year, as well 
as analysis of the risks associated with this particular transport activity. Putting these data into perspective 
in terms of a rapidly and permanently changing political and industrial context, and a description of the 
regulatory framework within which shipments of plutonium take place, serve as a guide and source of 
reference to help readers better understand the issues. 

The importance of transport in the plutonium 'chain', i.e. the stages corresponding to various industrial 
processes, is often under-estimated, even by the nuclear industry itself. Transport is, in fact, the activity 
which involves the greatest quantities of plutonium in the entire nuclear chain. Plutonium, produced 
during the fission reactions in the cores of nuclear reactors, is transported, contained in the irradiated fuel, 
to the facilities at La Hague where reprocessing separates it from the other radioactive components of the 
spent fuel. Part of the plutonium, now isolated in powder form, is then shipped to one of the three plants 
able to produce the fuel known as MOX (Mixed Oxide Fuel—a fuel consisting of a mixture of uranium 
oxide and plutonium oxide). These are located at Cadarache and Marcoule, in France, and at Dessel in 
Belgium. Once in the MOX form—a type of fuel representing only around 10 per cent of the fuel used in 
French nuclear power plants—this plutonium has to be re-transported to reactor sites to be used. Once 
irradiated, the spent MOX will return to the La Hague installations to be stored for an unknown period—
the plutonium contained in the spent MOX is not, at present, destined to be re-used. 

• Conclusions on the transport context 

The breeder reactor programme, that originally justified the separation of plutonium, has been abandoned, 
with the worldwide only commercial scale plant Superphénix at Creys-Malville being shut down. 
Separation of plutonium has had no economic justification for a long time—and was never justified from 
the energy point of view—the plutonium industry continues to harvest the fruits of its situation of 'fait 
accompli'. The industry has created a new problem, the stocks of plutonium, but exploits the myth of a 
'solution' by 'absorption' in the plutonium fuel, MOX. 

At a time when the international plutonium industry was reaching its highest level of activity, it was hit by 
a series of scandals involving falsification of technical documents, negligence regarding radiological 
protection, and infringement of quality control rules. The impact of these scandals in Germany, Japan and 
the UK was phenomenal. In Germany, the first election of Chancellor Gerhard Schröder and  introduction 
of the policy to phase out nuclear power cannot be dissociated from the contaminated transport affair. In 
the UK, the industrial giant BNFL came close to bankruptcy, and in Japan implementation of the entire 
MOX programme was postponed sine die. 

Only France's industry seems to be untouchable. The events of 11 September 2001 made little impression 
on the captains of the nuclear industry. While litter bins remained sealed in the capital, transport of 
plutonium carried on, uninterrupted, without any major modification. 

Thus, France is in the situation where an industry that has lost all reason for its existence in a highly 
unfavourable international context imposes a fabric of high risk transport on the entire French population. 
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• Conclusions on material flows 

The exhaustive breakdown of transport of plutonium linked to France's nuclear fuel chain provides an 
indicator of the scale of a high risk activity engendered by the plutonium industry. Although the absence 
of accurate information on certain 'links' of the chain precludes full accounting of shipments, a realistic 
assessment of the flows indicates orders of magnitude. 

According to our estimates, more than 450 shipmentsii,xx  amounting to a total of around 40 tonnes of 
plutonium, circulate throughout France in a year. Only around half of the packages (52 per cent) and a 
good one-third (37 per cent) of the quantities of plutonium can be attributed to transport of French 
irradiated fuel. If La Hague can be considered as the centralised storage site for irradiated fuels—even 
though it would be perfectly possible to store irradiated fuels at the power plants (option used by most 
nuclear using nations and the new strategy in Germany)—the plutonium industry is therefore responsible 
for a doubling of the number of plutonium-carrying shipments, and multiplies by 2.5 the quantities of 
plutonium transported on French territory. 

Half of this increase can be attributed to the additional transport engendered by reprocessing and re-use of 
plutonium fuel by EDF, representing, respectively, 22 per cent and 34 per cent of the number of shipments 
and quantities transported. 

The other half of the increase is due to the contracts between France's plutonium industry and foreign 
clients. Importing of materials sent to the La Hague reprocessing plant, the transfers between reprocessing 
plants and MOX production plants, and return of part of the materials to their countries of origin represent 
26 per cent of total transport and 28 per cent of plutonium being transported. In all, services to foreign 
clients imply, for France, movements on French territory of around 120 shipments per year, transporting 
more than 10 tonnes of plutonium. It should be noted that, if the balance were to be re-established between 
flows of foreign plutonium entering and leaving France, transport would further increase. 

The increase in risk for France's population can be measured by combining the number of shipments with 
the distance covered. The cumulative distance covered each year in France by transport of packages 
containing plutonium from the fuel chain—transported by road or rail—is more than 250,000 kilometres. 
Around three-fifths of this total, i.e. 140,000 kilometres, are accounted for, in equal proportions, by 
transport arising from re-use of French plutonium and from services provided by the plutonium industry to 
foreign electricity producers. 

Relating the quantities of plutonium transported to distance, the transport of materials containing 
plutonium reaches 22 000 'tonnes of plutonium kilometres' (tPu.km). This is equivalent to transporting 22 
kilograms of plutonium over a million kilometres across French territory.  

Although more packages are carried by road than by rail, rail accounts for the major part of the distance—
a cumulative total of 138,000 kilometres by rail against 116,000 by road. However, if quantities 
transported are taken into account, the proportion is clearly reversed, with 135,000 tPu.km by road and  8 
500 tPu.km by rail.  

Breakdown is relatively uneven for the three main categories of substances transported. Irradiated fuels 
account for the major part of transport (around 300 packages out of 450). But transport of plutonium 
between reprocessing plant and MOX production plants, in the form of oxide powder, accounts for nearly 
one-third of the quantities of plutonium shipped. Given the distances between the plants, transport of 
plutonium oxide powder accounts for 8,500 tPu.km—as much as transport of irradiated fuel—or 
transport of 8.5 kilograms of plutonium oxide (more than a significant quantityiii or enough to make a 
nuclear bomb) over 1 million kilometres. 

The products of MOX production plants, new fuel and scrap, represent—on all levels (quantities and 
distances)—the smallest proportion. However, MOX rejects, although accounting for 30 times less in 
terms of quantities of plutonium than new MOX fuel, account for as many packages and greater distances. 
They represent less than 1 per cent  of quantities transported, but more than 10 per cent of the total 
cumulative plutonium transport distance. 
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• Conclusions on risks associated with transport 

Of all of the categories of dangerous substances in general, nuclear materials, transported by hundreds of 
convoys each year, represent one of the most important sources of risk. Dangers in the handling and 
transport of plutonium arise from the risk of criticality (start of a fission reaction), the substance's high 
radio-toxicity, and from the problem of proliferation (theft of nuclear material to make atomic weapons). 
As illustrated by 11 September 2001, the threat of terrorist activity targeting transport, or hi-jacking of 
plutonium for its use in a nuclear device or "dirty bomb" has now to be considered an increased risk. 

Under normal transport conditions, the levels of neutron radiation and contamination of shipments, 
coupled with the number of packages transported each year, result in significant doses for the personnel 
involved in the transport. They also give rise to a risk for the population—arising from the possibility of 
inhalation, ingestion or deposition of highly radioactive particles—which is generally ignored. 

Safety of plutonium transport is, within the logic developed by the French authorities along international 
guidelines, guaranteed by regulatory requirements on the capacity of the transport packages to withstand 
impacts (drop through 9 metres onto a hard rigid surface or through 1 metre onto a metal bar) and to 
withstand fire (30 minute hydrocarbon fire at 800 °C) and immersion (depth of 15 metres of water for 8 
hours).  

It seems that the mechanical and thermal design of the transport packages is minimal, or even inadequate, 
given the conditions of transport encountered on the roads and the hypotheses taken into account for 
design of the road infrastructures. According to the statistics on transport of dangerous substances and 
accidents, the regulatory requirements are not sufficient to guarantee total integrity of packages, and 
therefore confinement or sub-criticality of the materials transported, in 1 road accident in 20 involving 
impact and half of the accidents involving fires. 

In an accident situation, significant release of radioactivity can be envisaged. Release will depend on the 
type of transport (rail or road), the quantities and categories of materials involved (irradiated fuel, 
plutonium oxide powder, un-irradiated MOX fuel) and on the circumstances of the accident. 

We have developed three accident scenarios to illustrate the potential risk: 

A rail accident scenario in which wagons transporting irradiated fuel are derailed in a tunnel like that at 
Bernay (near the city of Caen, France), and are then run into by another train. This can lead to releases of 
radioactive materials equivalent to one thousand times, by inhalation, of the annual dose of 1mSv for 
members of the general public. In the case of a fire being caused in the tunnel by the second train, the 
quantities could be five hundred times greater. Such a release could lead to contamination levels 
equivalent to that observed in the exclusion zone around Chernobyl.  

A simple scenario for an accident affecting a truck transporting plutonium oxide powder could lead to a 
plutonium release leading to the equivalent of several hundred times the lethal dose of 5 Sv.The inhalation 
of a few tens of micrograms is enough to cause a fatal cancer. In case of a high impact of plutonium 
containers—for instance, collision with a bridge pylon—the risk of an accident involving criticality cannot 
be discounted. Moreover, impact in this case would be much greater in the event of collision by a tanker 
truck and hydrocarbon fire. Such an accident, if it were to occur in the northern suburb of Lyon (France), 
could lead to more than 6,000 people being in the fall-out area—an ellipse of around 12 square kilometres 
(km2). The accident would lead to several tens of fatal cancers. 

In a similar scenario, but in which the accident is caused by an act of aggression, such as a heavy artillery 
attack on the plutonium-carrying truck, the area could be as much as 250 km2 and could affect a 
population of 125,000 people. Likely to cause 500 fatal cancers, this would require evacuation of part of 
the city of Lyon and its suburbs, with no hope of return for within a foreseeable period. 

The detailed preparation of accident scenarios of this type is well beyond the scope of this study. It would 
be desirable for the competent authorities—such as the Institut de radioprotection et de sûreté nucléaire 
(IRSN)—to enhance their technical support with detailed calculations of this type of accident. The results 
of these studies should be made public, available in particular to local authorities, faced daily with 
transport of materials containing plutonium. 
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• Conclusions on applicable regulations  

Transport shipments containing plutonium are simultaneously subject to two main bodies of regulations, 
with two objectives. From the point of view of safety,  transport of radioactive materials is, in general, 
subject to the regulations on transport of dangerous materials. From the point of view of proliferation, 
materials termed "nuclear materials" are subject to legislation on control and physical protection relative 
to prevention of losses, disappearance, theft or hi-jacking, to avoid use of such materials for military or 
terrorist purposes. 

Safety is based on three "lines of defence"—respectively, the packaging; reliability of the means of 
transport; and efficiency of response to prevent consequences in case of accident or incident. In practice, 
the approach to transport safety relies, essentially, on guaranteeing the integrity of the packaging. 
Different regulations apply to different types of transport, but the criteria for strength of packaging apply 
uniformly to all transport routes. 

The performance standards for the packages used for transport of nuclear materials distinguish between 
routine situations, so called "normal" conditions (minor incidents and accidents), and transport "accident" 
conditions. These include the ability to withstand impact (as outlined in the previous chapter). The safety 
of shipments in accident conditions depends entirely on the—highly debatable—principle that this set of 
criteria is sufficient to describe all possible accident situations. 

Where security is concerned, protection against theft or hi-jacking of materials containing plutonium 
requires, in particular, that holders and shippers put in place measures to ensure the protection of materials 
they hold or transport. These conditions imply protection by escort of shipments of plutonium, whether 
separated or incorporated into un-irradiated MOX fuel. Additionally, transport of plutonium oxide powder 
and un-irradiated MOX by train is forbidden. Only transport of irradiated fuel is authorised by rail. 

In spite of the fact that transport of plutonium exposes populations to risk all along the routes its takes, the 
regulations do not include any requirement to inform local authorities of such shipments. Furthermore, a 
local authority wishing to forbid transport of plutonium in its area of jurisdiction, in order to protect its 
population, does not have the explicit police powers to do so. 

 
                                                 
i  Marignac, Yves (Dir.) et al. Les transports de l�industrie du plutonium - Une activité à haut risque, WISE-paris, 
Paris, February 2003 
ii  Each shipment corresponds to the transport of one package of irradiated fuel, plutonium oxide powder, or 
unirradiated MOX product carried by one rail car or one truck. 
iii  The International Energy Agency (IAEA) has defined a significant quantity (SQ) as � the approximate quantity of 
nuclear material in respect of which, taking into account any conversion process involved, the possibility of 
manufacturing a nuclear explosive device cannot be excluded � 
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Figure 1 The plutonium chain and the transports in the plutonium industry 

 
 

Source: WISE-Paris, 2003 
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Figure 2 Transport of irradiated fuel in France, as of 2002 

 
Source: WISE-Paris, 2002 
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Figure 3 Transport of plutonium oxide powder in France, as of 2002 

 
Source: WISE-Paris, 2002 
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Figure 4 Transport of unirradiated MOX in France, as of 2002 

 
Source: WISE-Paris, 2002 
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Table 1 Estimates of the total quantities of nuclear materials shipped 
in one year of the plutonium transports in France (tML U and/or Pu) 

 EDF Foreign Total 

Irradiated fuel 950 289.6 1,239.6 
Irradiated UOX fuel 850 289.6 1,139.6 
Irradiated MOX fuel 100 – 100.0 

Plutonium oxide powder 6.68 5.16 11.8 

Products of MOX fabrication plants 100.4 39.9 140.3 
Fresh MOX fuel 97.4 39 136.4 
MOX scraps 3.0 0.9 3.9 

Total 1,057.1 334.6 1,391.7 
Source: WISE-Paris estimates, 2003 

Table 2 Estimates of the number of packages shipped 
in one year of the plutonium transports in France (number of packages) 

 EDF Foreign Total 

Irradiated fuel 297 61 297 
Irradiated UOX fuel 182 61 243 
Irradiated MOX fuel 54 – 54 

Plutonium oxide powder 50 39 89 

Products of MOX fabrication plants 50 18 68 
Fresh MOX fuel 27 11 38 
MOX scraps 23 7 30 

Total 336 118 454 
Source: WISE-Paris estimates, 2003 

Table 3 Estimates of the quantities of plutonium shipped 
in one year of the plutonium transports in France (tPu) 

 EDF Étranger Total 

Irradiated fuel 14.55 3.22 17.77 
Irradiated UOX fuel 9.51 3.22 12.73 
Irradiated MOX fuel 5.04 – 5.04 

Plutonium oxide powder 6.68 5.16 11.84 

Products of MOX fabrication plants 6.68 2.65 9.33 
Fresh MOX fuel 6.48 2.59 9.07 
MOX scraps 0.20 0.06 0.26 

Total 27.91 11.03 38.94 
Source: WISE-Paris estimates, 2003 
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Figure 5 The balance of plutonium transports in France 
in number of packages and tons of plutonium shipped 

Breakdown by transport categories 
in number of packages 

Breakdown by transport categories 
in tons of plutonium 
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Source: WISE-Paris estimates, 2003 
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